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Yogic philosophy believes that the universe emerged from 
sound. All matter is ultimately vibration. Similar to the Big 

Bang Theory that states that all matter emerged from a massive 
explosion, in the eastern traditions it is believed that Om, the 
primordial sound created and is still sustaining the Universe. 

Quantum physics has taken a leaf out of these philosophies 
when it says that light, sound and matter are one and the same 
thing. All that differentiates them is vibration. They all have wave 
properties. In that sense, matter is frozen sound. All matter is 
vibrating at a particular frequency. This vibration is producing 
sound, even if they are outside the audible range that our ears 
can pick up on. If each one of us is emanating a particular 
sound, might it be possible to begin altering that sound/vibration 
through chanting? The practice of chanting mantra is not about 
the meanings ascribed, it is about the vibration/sound created. 
The difference we see in matter is all a consequence of different 
vibrations. For example, rice and vegetables appear very different. 
However, at an atomic level both are structurally made out of 

Why is Om Sacred? 
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Carbon atoms. The difference we see between the two is a result 
of a different structural arrangement of these Carbon atoms that 
is caused by varied vibrational frequencies. Om carries a special 
vibratory tone that helps us connect to the root vibration of the 
cosmos.

Frequency of vibration is measured in Hertz. The sound Om 
carries the vibrational frequency of 432 Hertz. This is why all 
classical Indian and Tibetan music tune the base tone for their 
instruments to 432 Hertz. Interestingly, we can now calculate the 
vibration produced by the Earth rotating on its own axis. The Earth 
rotates once every 24 hrs, which is what causes day and night. 
The vibrational frequency created by the Earth rotating is also 
432 Hertz. The ancient Yogi’s claimed that in advanced stages of 
meditation you can hear the Sound “Om”. Possibly these Yogi’s 
during their meditations, were tuning into the vibration/sound 
being produced by the Earth’s rotation. 

Om is comprised of three syllables. A, U and M. These are the only 
three root syllables/ sounds that we humans can make without 
using our tongue. There are many more sounds that we can 
make without the use of our tongue, but they are all considered 
to be a mixture of these three main root syllables. 

A: This syllable represents the waking state of consciousness. 
When we chant this syllable, it is supposed to vibrate in the pelvic 
region of our body.

U: This syllable represents the dream state of consciousness. 
When we chant this syllable, it is  supposed to vibrate in the 
chest region of our body.
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M: This syllable represents the deep sleep state of consciousness. 
When we chant this syllable, it is supposed to vibrate in the head 
region of our body. 

. : The dot or (Turiya) refers to the silence that is experienced 
after chanting OM. This represents infinite consciousness. 

We begin every yoga class by chanting Om thrice. This is done 
to attune our vibrational field with that of the cosmos and the 
Earth. Additionally, chanting is a good way to clear the mind from 
past distractions and ground oneself into the present moment. 
For instance, in a regular drop-in yoga class, many students will 
be arriving straight from work and other engagements. Everyone 
will have a portion of their awareness still caught up in the tasks 
that they were involved in earlier. Chanting Om three times helps 
clear the minds of the students and the teacher, and brings 
everyone on to the same uniform field to begin the session. We 
end every yoga class by chanting one Om and three Shanti’s. 
Shanti translates to Peace. The first Shanti is an invocation for 
Cosmic/ Universal Peace, the second for Planetary peace and 
the third for Inner peace.
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Yoga is derived from the Sanskrit root word ‘yuj’, which means 
‘to join’, or ‘to unite’. This union is between the individual 

consciousness and universal consciousness. One could also 
interpret this as the union between Ahamkara (Ego) and Atman 
(Soul). There are numerous practices and tools, when applied 
systematically, intend to bring us into this state of unified 
consciousness.  

DEFINITION 
OF YOGA
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Yoga is one of the seven major philosophical systems that have 
originated in India. In yoga, the emphasis is on self-practice first. 
Patanjali, who is commonly referred to as the “Father of Yoga” 
was alive 2500 years ago. The practices within Yoga have been 
created by numerous sages and masters. Patanjali was a pivotal 
player in bringing these teachings to the larger society in India. 
Thus, the origins of Yoga precede by a few thousand years. 
He wrote the Yoga Sutras, which contains 196 concise verses 
(Sutra’s) explaining the practice and the pathway to reaching 
Union (Yoga). The Sutra’s are extremely concise. Concepts are 
never repeated or carified.  Each Sutra contains many layers 
of meaning. Based on where the spiritual aspirant is within his 
or her own path, they will interpret the Sutras differently. This 
was the intention of Patanjali when he wrote the Yoga Sutras. 
He wanted these teachings to remain an inner experience rather 
than become ritualised dogma. The word “Sutra” means thread. 
In this sense, Patanjali has provided us with the threads for us 
to weave our own cloth. Each teacher of Yoga philosophy then 
borrows these threads from Patanjali to weave their own cloth 
based on the state of their spiritual practice and life experiences. 

Before the Yoga Sutras, no text solely focused upon the practice 
and philosophy of yoga existed. This is primarily because Yoga 
is considered to be Atman-Gyan (Soul Knowledge). Knowledge 
that can only be passed on from one soul to another. The essence 
of Yoga cannot be passed on through books or other forms of 
media. Thus, the true teachings of Yoga was and always will 
be passed on as an Oral Tradition. Prior to Patanjali, Yoga was 
mainly practiced by Sages and Masters who had renounced their 
material lives (i.e. family, career, friends, etc.). These Yogi’s were 
completely dedicated to spiritual practice and self-realisation.  
After Patanjali, many more Grihastha’s (householders) began to 
take up the practice of yoga amidst their duties and obligations. 
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Patanjali’s definition of Yoga is encapsulated in the 2nd Sutra: 
YogasChittaVrittiNirodhah which can be transcribed to: “Yoga 
is the Process of Controlling the Modifications of the Mind”. 
Patanjali sees the mind as a projector. It creates our reality. Our 
awareness is fractured. It is spread thin, in multiple directions. 
Some of our awareness locked up in the past (memories) and 
some in the future. Our mind loses its innate ability to manifest 
reality as it truly wishes. This is because the mind in itself is 
unsure of what it really wishes for. When the mind removes these 
distractions and is able to focus itself, it gains a tremendous 
power. In this sense Yoga is the process of collecting the lost 
fragments of our awareness/ psyche. We begin to unify our 
minds wherein we begin to control our minds instead of being 
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controlled by our minds. When the mind assumes this state of 
tranquility, awareness of the Soul (Atman) is apparent.  

HINDUISM (SANATHAN DHARMA)

Sanathan Dharma can be seen as the foundational principle 
underpinning Hinduism. “Sanathan” means universal, and 
“Dharma” means religion or duty or purpose. Sanathan Dharma is 
the universal purpose of all beings everywhere, in all dimensions, 
on all planets, etc, to become self-realised. Whether these beings 
are conscious or unconscious about it, self-realisation is the goal 
towards which all beings are heading. 

Essentially a religion and spiritual tradition differ in the way 
power is used. Religion assumes power over the way individuals 
interact with the divine. They dictate the terms, rules and have 
a network of middlemen (priests) that are the go-between 
God and the individual. On the other hand, a spiritual tradition 
provides one with the tools to become self-actualised. To be 
able to connect to a higher spiritual purpose without the need for 
any external authority. However, we must realise that all religions 
are ultimately founded upon spiritual traditions. Therefore, there 
is a gradual gradient between a spiritual tradition and religion, 
whereby the distinctions between the two can oftentimes 
become blurred.
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Vedic and Pre-Classical Period

Different authors point at different dates in time as when yoga 
came about. Stone carvings depicting figures in yoga postures 
have been found in archeological sites in the Indus Valley dating 
back 5,000 years or more.

Something that most authors agree about is that yoga comes 
from the Indo-Sarasvati civilization, and the scriptures of the 
Vedas and Upanishads. The Indo-Sarasvati civilization is also 
often referred to as the ‘Aryans’, which traces back to 6500 
before common era (BCE). The Indo-Sarasvati civilization is said 
to possibly be the oldest civilization.

As we emphasised earlier, Yoga in antiquity was an oral tradition. 
Thus written evidence is hard to come by. The first sources of 
written evidence stems from the Indus valley Civilization (3300-
1800 B.C.E). However, it would be arrogant to assume Yoga 
didn’t exist before this period. Many texts produced at this time 
allude to stories and personalities from a few thousand years 
prior to this period. The Indus valley Civilization was located in 

HISTORICAL 
ORIGINS OF 

YOGA
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North-West India and present day Pakistan. This was one of the 
oldest known civilisations that existed on the banks of the Indus 
River. Located right in the middle of the ancient silk-route that 
was a massive trade route that carried goods from China, India, 
Asia, Middle-East, Europe and Africa. This civilisation was highly 
prosperous, freeing up many people from having to spend large 
amounts of time tending to basic needs. As a result culture, 
music, art, architecture, philosophy and spiritual practice evolved 
and spread. The Civilisation became an epicentre for new ideas, 
schools of thought, and spiritual practices. 

Towards the latter half of the Civilization, increased wealth 
also gave rise to power and hierarchy within the society. During 
this time many of the practices became ritualised. Alongside 
the increased emphasis on ritual, the caste system became 
institutionalised. The 4 castes: Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and 
Sudra were simply linguistic terms used to describe a particular 
orientation within an individual. For instance, Brahmin was 
used to describe a person who was “Spiritually oriented”, while 
Kshatriya was used to describe someone who was a leader or 
“Politically oriented”. Vaishya was used to describe someone 
who was an entrepreneur or “Materially/ business oriented”. 
Shudra was used to describe someone who worked for others/ 
had no individual agency. These terms were originally not 
pegged to birth or blood. Thus anybody could become anything. 
However, towards the closing period of the civilisation, these 
demarcations became linked with blood, so that if you were born 
to a Brahmin, you would be a Brahmin regardless of whether you 
ran businesses, were involved in politics or worked the fields for 
others. 
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Classical Period

During the classical period, the first systematic presentation of 
yoga was put down in the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali. The author, 
Patanjali, is believed to have compiled all available knowledge 
about attaining enlightenment (Samadhi) at that time and he 
structured it in a very systematic way. These 196 Yoga Sutras 
describe the path of Raja Yoga, which is known as “classical 
yoga”. Patanjali is often considered as the father of yoga and 
his Yoga Sutras still strongly influence all styles of modern yoga. 
Generally, the Sutras teach us that there is pain and suffering in 
life that should be avoided (heya), that this pain and suffering 
has a cause (heyahetu), that removal of pain is possible (hana), 
and finally that there are ways to remove the pain and suffering 
(hanopaya). For those of you studying Buddhism, this might 
sound very familiar and should remind you of the ‘Four Noble 
Truths’. This makes sense as this scripture was supposedly, 
written along the same time as when the Buddha lived. It is very 
likely that Patanjali and Buddha were taught by the same lineage 
of masters in the Indian Himalayas.

Post-Classical Period

The rishis, yogis, and pandits (priests) mainly performed India’s 
ancient Vedic religion, with much emphasis on rituals. However, 
‘spiritual seekers’ wanted a direct experience and not symbolic 
ritual. As a result of this desire, in the post-classical period, 
practices emerged to rejuvenate both body and life, which laid 
the basis of ‘Tantra Yoga’. This encompasses a tradition with 
various techniques to cleanse the body and mind. Taking into 
account the inter-relationship between body and mind, the yogis 
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formulated a unique method for maintaining this balance, rather 
than discarding the body (as was typical in the previous periods).

This method combines all postures with various breathing and 
meditation techniques that ensure peace of mind and physical 
health. Inspiration was found in nature and many practices 
were ‘realized’ that would attain from attachments of the world 
while still living within it. Still it was important to experience the 
limitations of the human physical body and mind. Then tantra 
yoga offered practices to transcend them and open up to higher 
realms of reality. According to the yogis, true happiness, liberation 
and enlightenment comes from the union of the universal 
consciousness with the self (individual consciousness).

These body centered practices further led to the creation of 
‘Hatha Yoga’. The Hatha Yoga Pradipika is one of the most 
authentic text books on Hatha Yoga, written in 1500 AD by Swami 
Swatmarama, a great Yoga Guru who formulated the principles 
of Hatha Yoga and systematically explained various techniques, 
its effects on the body, mind and states of consciousness. He 
was a student of the Nath Tradition, (followers of Adi Nath or 
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Lord Shiva), and was taught by great Gurus like Gorakshanath 
and then Matsyendranath. The Nath tradition is described as the 
tradition of seekers and sages who live in the mountains.

Modern Period

During the last two centuries different teachers and their 
students, of different traditions, started travelling to West. In the 
1920s Ashtanga-Vinyasa Yoga was strongly promoted in India 
by Sri Tirumalai Krishnamacharya (1888-1989), who is often 
considered the father of modern yoga. While under the patronage 
of the King of Mysore, Krishnamacharya travelled through India 
and gave demonstrations of various yoga postures and opened 
the first Ashtanga-Vinyasa Yoga school in Mysore. He was not 
strictly a yoga teacher but an ayurvedic healer and scholar too.

Underlying all of Krishnamacharya’s teachings was the principle: 
“Teach what is appropriate for an individual.” While most of us 
think of T. Krishnamachary as a yoga teacher, in India he is mostly 
known as a healer applying principles from both Ayurveda and 
Yoga to bring health. 

His four most famous students are Pattabhi Jois (1915-2009), 
Indra Devi (1899-2002), B.K.S. Iyengar (1918-2014), and his son 
T.K.V. Desikachar (1938-2016). Each of them continued spreading 
(hatha) yoga and their unique style is again highly influenced 
with the particular time they studied with Krishnamacharya and 
their personal life stories.
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It is said that during that time Krishnamacharya discovered a 
forgotten ancient manuscript, the Yoga Korunta, in which a 
system of Hatha Yoga that was created and practiced by the 
author (Vamana Rishi). It talks mainly about the importance of 
the harmony of movement and breathing, referred to as Vinyasa 
Krama. This particular style influenced the Ashtanga Vinyasa 
Yoga system, where a set of asana sequences in which harmony 
of breath and movement is one of the pillars. Don’t confuse this 
with the ‘Ashtanga Yoga’ – the eight limbed path – as described 
in the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali!). 

The Yoga Korunta is said to be discovered in the 1930’s by 
Krishnamacharya whilst researching Sanskrit texts at a Calcutta 
university library. The manuscript is dated to be between 500 
and 1,500 year old. Supposedly, Krishnamacharya translated and 
reconstructed the text and from there developed the Ashtanga 
Vinyasa Yoga series (originally six sequences of postures).

This school of hatha yoga combines asana, the ujjayi breath, 
bandha’s (energetic locks) and dristhi (point of fixation of the 
eyes in an asana). It works with synchronizing deep, rhythmic 
breathing and movement. By linking the postures it creates a 
continuous flow of energy that heats and purifies the body and 
mind. Another famous student of Krishnamacharya was the 
woman Indra Devi, born as Eugenie V. Peterson in Latvia in the 
former Sovjet Union and brought up in Germany. She studied 
with Krishnamacharya after having been living a ‘Bollywood 
diva’ life in India. She studied him for one year, after following 
her diplomat husband to China. Her life lead her to move to the 
United States, where she opened her yoga studio in Hollywood 
in 1947.  Given her background as an actress she ended up 
teaching many movie stars and other famous people like Gloria 
Swanson, Yehudi Menhuin, and Greta Garbo. 
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The last of Krishnamacharya’s student that played a pivotal role in 
the evolution of yoga is one of the sons of Krishnamacharya, T.K.V. 
Desikachar. By the time that Desikachar started studying yoga 
(after an initial disinterest for yoga and studying engineering), 
Krishnamacharya shifted the emphasis of his practice and 
‘teaching’ to treating individual. He would combine the sciences 
of Ayurveda and Yoga and describe highly individualized 
programs taking into consideration their particular constitutions, 
abilities and ailments. His son continued this path and his 
teachings, similar to B.K.S Iyengar are therapeutical in nature. 
The difference is that Iyengar’s emphasis is on the alignment 
of the musculoskeletal body, whereas Desikachar approach is 
more broad. T.K.V. Desikachar passed away in 2016, aged 78.
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ALIGNMENT 
& ANATOMY
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Feet

A Stable Base

Feet position has a vast impact on the Asana that you are at- 
tempting. This does not only hold true for standing poses but for 
all poses. 

Here are some guidelines for proper foot placement in general:

I. Equal Weight Distribution 

For all standing poses there should be equal weight distribution 
among all four corners of the foot. The four corners of the foot 
are: the mound of the big toe, the mound of the little toe, the back 
of the outer heel and the back of the inner heel. This ensures that 
the rest of your body does not have to compensate by moving 
out of alignment due to unequal weight distribution.

II. Finding Alignment 

To find out which way your foot is “facing”, draw a line from the 
center of your front ankle to the middle toe. So a great cue for 
“make your feet parallel” is “middle toes facing forward”.

III. The Yoga Set Position 1

Tadasana – most standing poses have their root in tadasana. It 
is important that you do this pose correctly because since it is 
the foundation, all your standing poses will  be affected. 
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Here are some guidelines:

1. Big Toes together, sides of the foot parallel with sides of 
the ma

2. Feet are pressing into the ground in all four corners equally

3. Ground drawn equally up thru the arch of the foot into the 
shin bones

4. Ankle bone should extend straight down through the front 
of the heel

IV. Flointed Foot

This is a position in the middle of flex and point (thus the name) 
a description of how to do this is “pretend you’re wearing high 
heels”. 

Balls of the toes are the furthest point of the foot from the heel. 
This is used in movements with a hamstring stretch – to protect 
the back of the legs from overstretching. Putting your foot in this 
position activates the muscles in the back of the leg, so that there 
is muscular support for your hamstring stretches. This is also 
the position for all seated poses wherein the foot is not active.

V. Externally Rotated Foot 

This foot is used for all hip openers. Externally rotating your foot 
externally rotates the top of your thigh.
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This sets your hips to open more. A great cue to communicate 
this is “top of the little toes turning sideways to face the ground”.

VI. Pointed Foot

This is used for all leg positions that remain in neutral, or where 
you need to engage muscles on the back leg. Examples are for 
prone positions or kneeling. Another useful tip is not to ignore the 
feet when they are not an active support of the pose. Remember 
that the entire body should be engaged in the pose. That means 
that energy should be present in the feet all the time.
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TOOLS OF 
TEACHING
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There are four so-called ‘Tools of Teaching’ that are useful re-
minders for when you are teaching:

1. Instructions

2. Demonstration 

3. Observation

4. Adjustment

Instructions

For any yoga teacher, verbal instructions should be the prima-
ry way of guiding your students throughout the class. All asana 
classes require a lot of general verbal instructions and depend-
ing on your style more details (e.g. Iyengar style or therapeutic). 

Here are some general tips regarding instructing:

Always ask and invite students to practice with an alert aware-
ness and friendly and compassionate mind. This is most import-
ant about yoga, developing awareness is why we teach yoga. 
Awareness about the mind, emotions, bodily sensations, etc. We 
develop awareness not to judge or punish ourselves but, through 
observing and understanding, making the transformation
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Voice: loud but soft and melodious (adjust your volume to the 
size of the group and the venue)

Use different intonations, so as not to sound monotone (maybe 
speak louder to encourage the students during a difficult pos-
ture, and softer during restorative postures and meditation)

Articulate properly

Speak slowly and clearly

Watch the students while you explain (don’t be engrossed by 
your own practice)

Be aware of instructions while you are demonstrating

Use short concise sentences

Choose your focus (depending on the focus of the class): align-
ment, flow, awareness

Give suggestions for inhalations and exhalations, especially for 
Vinyasa Flow classes

Don’t confuse yourself and the class while using the English and 
Sanskrit asana names: use them if you know them only and if 
you have the feeling that the students understand them too

Sometimes, just don’t speak – silence is very beautiful!

If you talk about alignment in the asana: start from the feet and 
work your way up
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Integrate indications, benefits, contra-indications

When going into alignment in a very detailed manner: be aware of 
how long the students are standing in the posture. Staying long 
in a posture definitely develops stamina and muscle strength, 
however for beginning students it just might simply be too much 
and there is a chance that they damage their ligaments and ten-
dons if they do not have the strength to use their muscular en-
ergy properly throughout the posture. You can always take the 
students out of the posture and simply do it again after a short 
pause!

Give instructions to individual students as well as the group as 
a whole

Suggestions for beginners: 

Always give options.

Choose mainly basic postures and some more diffi-
cult to challenge students slowly.

Slow down the class as that makes it less confusing 
for beginners and at the same time it is a challenge for 
advanced students.

For aspiring teachers it can be useful to make a few lists of 
your most commonly used instructions, also instructions that 
you pick up from other teachers. It’ll greatly improve your in-
structing vocabulary to attend classes of other teachers and 
help you diversify your teaching instructions so you don’t re-
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peat the same instructions in every class, although some rep-
etition is inevitable and absolutely fine

Do not be afraid to use a little humor, yoga doesn’t always have 
to be serious and challenging, it may help you connect with 
your students as well as relieving a little pressure in the stu-
dents during an intense practice. Use your common sense and 
adjust your teaching style to the students in your class.

Demonstration

As a beginning teacher demonstrating happens kind of natu-
rally without thinking about it, because it is easier if you are in 
the pose yourself, so you know what to describe and instruct. 
However, we highly recommend you not to fall into the ‘trap’ of 
demonstrating too much (aka all the time). Demonstrating whilst 
teaching prevents you from walking around and being available 
for the class and your students. It may also be challenging for 
the students to hear you properly (try giving clear instructions 
while in downward facing dog )

Moreover, if you are demonstrating you can’t properly observe 
what is going on, you can’t adequately adjust your students. So 
use demonstrations scarcely and think twice if you decide to 
demonstrate. Remember most of all this class you are teaching 
and it is not your own asana class, don’t regard this as your own 
practice!

• Always combine demonstration with instruction

• Take care of yourself while you demonstrate (Did you 
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warm up properly yourself? Switch demonstrating on the 
left and on the right side. Respect your own limitation at that 
point in time: do not try to go deeper ‘to show off’, do not 
demonstrate a head stand when you are in your menstrua-
tion, etc.)

• Demonstrate where the class can see you, not necessarily on 
your mat (walk around!)

- Demonstrate if you know the pose properly – if not, you can 
always ask a student to demonstrate)

- Mirror, especially in twists, inform the students that you are 
mirroring to avoid any confusion

- Think about your angle of demonstration: from the front/the 
side/facing students

- If you are not warmed up or you cannot come into the pose: 
ask a (preferably advanced) student to demonstrate the pose. 
This is nice for the student and it leaves your hands free to do 
or properly point out specific elements of the posture.

Observation

Observing your students in an asana class is of paramount im-
portance for any teacher but especially if the skill level of your 
students is diverse. From the front of the room you should have 
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ample opportunity to scan all students and also develop eye 
contact, so at the start of a class don’t be afraid to perhaps move 
your own mat or to move your students around so you have a 
better view of the room.

Depending on the purpose of the class, there are different things 
you can observe:

• The level of attention – if you feel or see that students are 
wandering ask them to gently come back or simply include a 
more challenging balancing posture. That usually works

• Observe the breathing pattern of the student and gently invite 
or guide the group or individual student to breathe calmly

• The musculo-skeletal alignment: this is very tricky as a be-
ginning teacher. You might look but not actually see what 
is happening. During this training we will study and observe 
different postures and body types in several asanas to devel-
op that skill. Be gentle on yourself and also notice that your 
‘eye’ develops as you teach more. You will find that you start 
understanding better how to adjust and what type of sugges-
tions to give to which student.

• When looking at the musculo-skeletal alignment you can 
keep the following in mind:

1. Scan the body from feet to head. Sometimes something 
seems ‘wrong’ in the torso or hip area, but that can be very 
often be ‘corrected’ by adjusting the feet

2. What is the purpose of the posture? For example in downward 
dog we want to lengthen the spine, so look for that. Then ad-
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just the feet, or knees, or arms or hands to achieve that

3. Observation is paramount to achieve correct asanas

4. Keep an overview of the whole class, observing all the stu-
dents

5. Look at the student’s face and body

6. Use what you see and respond accordingly, visually check 
the poses and instruct verbally.

Adjustments

Most beginners have very little bodily awareness. Some other 
people learn best when someone comes and fixes them in the 
proper position, so that they can memorize how the pose feels 
(kinesthetic individuals). This is where manual adjustments 
come in. This step is done last so that you don’t need to spend a 
lot of time adjusting everyone, if you have done the steps prior to 
this one. Just spot the people that still don’t “get it”. Adjustments 
don’t have to be done all the time because it takes time. But if 
you see someone who is possibly hurting themselves through 
misalignment then this is a must. (Each posture has specific 
manual adjustments – this will be covered separately).
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Guidelines to Manual Adjustments: 

1. ALWAYS ASK before you touch someone – some people 
are not comfortable with it.

2. Explain what you are doing when you adjust so the client 
knows what’s going on.

3. Before you adjust anything, check that the base is stable 
– adjust from the ground up.

4. Never put pressure on joints.

5. Never press directly on any part of the spine

6. Instead of pressing down on anything, apply pressure in 
a specific direction that is appropriate for the necessary 
result.

7. When adjusting to deepen a stretch, ask the client to in-
hale, and then apply the pressure on the exhale.

8. Never force past the point of pain – listen to your client’s 
body.

9. Relax: perfection is only secondary to safety.

10. Know the difference between tension and compression.
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QUIZ

1. What is asana? Multiple answers.
• Sanskrit word literally meaning “seat”
• The focus of eyes on an single point
• A yoga position

2. Which picture is of Ashtanga namaskar?

3. Yoga _____ or yogic sleep is a state of consciousness be-
tween waking and sleeping.

4. According to the class on the 4 tools of teaching, what are 
they?
_______________________________________________________
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5. ___, ___, and ___ are the three syllables of the Om sound.

6. Arrange asanas in the correct sequence to start Sun Saluta-
tion A:
• Knees, chest, chin
• Half forward fold
• Downward facing dog
• Forward fold
• Extended mountain pose
• Upward facing dog
• Mountain pose
• Plank

7. What effect does an externally rotated foot have on hips?
• Opens
• Closes
• Has no effect
 

8. Sanskrit name of Standing forward fold pose is _________

9. Sanskrit name of Crow pose is _________

10. Your instructions have to be intricate and complicated, be
cause that will increase students’ focus.
• True
• False




